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### Title:
**Yanas vs. Acaylar: A Case of Fraudulent Land Sale**

### Facts:
Luis Yanas, an illiterate Subano also known as Sulung Subano, had occupied a 13-hectare
land  in  Zamboanga  del  Norte  since  before  1926,  planting  it  with  various  crops  and
constructing houses. This land was officially adjudicated to him via Decree No. N-11330 in
1941. In 1950, Yanas purportedly sold this land to Antonio L. Acaylar for P200, a process
involving  several  suspicious  circumstances  including  the  conveyance  being  in  English,
notarization delays, and discrepancies concerning the actual sale participants.

Yanas’s title was registered only in 1954, and shortly thereafter, Acaylar registered the deed
of sale from 1950, obtaining a new title for himself. Yanas discovered his title had been
cancelled and filed an adverse claim. After Yanas’s death in 1962, his heirs initiated an
action in 1963 to declare Acaylar’s title void, arguing the sale was fictitious, fraudulent, and
inadequately priced.

### Issues:
1. Whether the sale of the land by Luis Yanas to Antonio Acaylar was valid.
2. Whether the deed of sale was fictitious and fraudulent.
3. The rights of Maria Aglimot, Yanas’s widow, in recovering the land.
4. The adequacy of the price of P200 for a 13-hectare land.

### Court’s Decision:
The  Supreme  Court  ruled  in  favor  of  Yanas’s  heirs,  declaring  the  sale  fictitious  and
fraudulent due to various indicators of fraud, including the seller’s illiteracy, discrepancies
in the documents and witness testimonies, and the gross inadequacy of the sale price. The
court thereby reversed the decisions of the lower courts, affirming that the heirs of Luis
Yanas rightfully owned Lot No. 5408.

### Doctrine:
The doctrine established in this case revolves around the concept that the inexistence of a
contract, due to reasons like fraud or fabrication, does not prescribe under Article 1410 of
the Civil Code. This means actions to declare a contract inexistent can be brought at any
time since such contracts are void from their inception.

### Class Notes:
– **Illiteracy of the Seller**: Contracts involving illiterate parties must adhere to special
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precautions to ensure fairness and voluntariness.
–  **Fraud and Fictitiousness  Indicators**:  These include language barriers,  inadequate
pricing,  discrepancies  in  document  details  and  testimony,  and  irregularities  in  the
transaction process.
–  **Rights  of  Surviving  Spouses**:  In  fraudulent  transactions  involving  land,  surviving
spouses  have a  stake in  contesting or  validating transactions  made by their  deceased
partner.
– **Inexistence of a Contract**: Under Article 1410 of the Civil Code, actions or defenses for
declaring the inexistence of  a  contract  do  not  prescribe,  emphasizing the gravity  and
permanence of fraudulently created agreements.
–  **Adequacy  of  Price**:  The  sale  price’s  fairness—or  lack  thereof—can  serve  as  a
significant indicator of potential fraud, particularly in transactions involving land.

### Historical Background:
This case illustrates the vulnerabilities of illiterate landowners in the Philippines during the
mid-20th  century,  showcasing  the  exploitation  possibilities  in  land  transactions.  It
underscores  the  importance  of  legal  safeguards  to  protect  the  property  rights  of  the
indigenous and uneducated populations against fraud and deceit.


